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Manila also called -The Pearl of the Orient- is one of the most visited cities of south-east Asia.
History enthusiasts from all over the world visit Manila using flights to Manila services. The
Malacanang Palace, The Chinese Cemetery, The Intramuros aptly depict the historical heritage of
the city. Keeping pace with modernity Manila also consists of many shopping malls, luxury hotels
and eating joints. The people visiting Manila using the services of flights for Manila can enjoy
comfortable accommodation in the luxury hotels, memorable shopping experience in the shopping
malls and eat to their heartâ€™s content in the various eateries of the city.

The Malacanang Palace is the official residence of the President of the Philippines. It is situated on
the banks of the Pasig River in the Manila suburbs of San Miguel. Built during the 18th century, the
building was used by the Spanish governors general and American Civil Governors as their summer
residence. After Philippine Independence the building was renovated into a Spanish colonial palace
with patios, balconies, grilles and sliding windows with capiz shells for panes. The MalacaÃ±ang
Museum and Library situated in the historic Kalayaan Hall is the star tourist attraction out here. The
exhibits of the museum showcase the rich heritage of the Presidency of the Philippines to the
tourists of cheap flights to manila.in the form of gifts, relics, memorabilia and also the art works of
famous Filipino artists.

The Chinese Cemetery gives the tourists of Manila flights an insight into the existence of Chinese
culture and traditions in Philippine society. In the 19th century as the Chinese were not allowed to
bury their dead in the catholic cemeteries by the Spanish colonists. So the Chinese built their own
cemetery with luxurious houses being the graves of rich people, spacious houses for the middle
class and small square graves for the poor. Though a tribute to the dead, the graves depict the
disparities of real life. The place is also home to a temple where Buddha and Jesus exist side by
side. There are also many mass graves here as it was a site of World War II. With every tomb
having its own uniqueness the cemetery should be a must visit for the tourists that by tickets for
Manila using Manila flights booking facilities.

Many tourists also visit The Intramuros- a â€˜Walled Cityâ€™ as the flights from Manila provide many
traveling options to them. Religious destinations such as The San Agustin Church, The Manila
Cathedral, museums and art galleries such as Casa Manila, Bahay Tsinoy and San Agustin
Museum and world class educational institutions such as The University of the City of Manila (PLM)
and The Mapua Institute of Technology (MIT) are all situated here. Manila flights news provides
information on the above mentioned tourist destinations.
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Anjelinaclarke - About Author:
Angelina is a specialist content writer at a flights to manila for business development. If you want to
know about manila flights booking then you must visit flightstomanila.me.uk or call 0203 142 5160
for book your a cheap flights for manila.
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